




If you’re looking for performance, ignore the fact that Oakley

has earned more than 600 patents worldwide. If you’re 

looking for durability and comfort, never mind that we spent

the last thirty years inventing and reinventing technologies.

If you’re looking for protection, forget about our CAD/CAM

engineering, 3-D digital mastering and SLA liquid laser 

prototyping. The only thing you need to know is that Oakley

is the choice of sports professionals, and the choice of 

people whose lives depend on their gear. Because it’s not

about what our technologies do. It’s what they do for you.
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RASH GUARD

• Protection of anti-rash synthetics  
• Comfort and durability of lightweight, resilient materials  
• Sculptured fit of paneled construction

1.PROFORMER 2.5 •  Black  •  $70 (48024) Imported

•  Color options: White, Navy Blue
2.L/S PRESSURE 2.5 •  White  •  $45 (48013) Imported

•  Color options: Black, Slate Green
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BOARDSHORT

•  Durability and comfort of lightweight premium synthetics  
•  Adaptability of fast-drying materials  
•  Sculptured fit of paneled construction

1. 75 •  Brown/Slate blue  •  $50 (48007) Imported

•  Color options: Navy Blue/Rust, Olive Green/Slate Green
2. FILTERIZE •  Gold  •  $55 (48008) Imported

•  Color options: Navy Blue, Black
3. SPLATTER •  White  •  $50 (48006) Imported

•  Color options: Olive Green, Navy Blue
4. ROTTEN •  Navy Blue/Slate  •  $48 (48004) Imported

•  Color options: New Khaki/Brown, Black
5. GRAMPS •  Red  •  $52 (48020) Imported

•  Color options: Bleached Sand, Slate Blue
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1. GRATE •  Heather Grey   • $20 (45253) Imported

•  Color options: White, Slate Green

2. TEXTURED ICON •  Slate Green  •  $22 (45262) Imported

•  Color options: Slate Blue, Rusted

3. STENCIL REPEAT •  Slate Blue  •  $22 (45263) Imported

•  Color options: Slate Green, Rusted

4. CHEST PLATE 2.0 •  Slate Green  •  $20 (45247) Imported

•  Color options: New Khaki, Red

1
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5. PUNK SKULL •  Black  •  $22 (45243) Imported

•  Color options: Slate Green, Slate Blue

6. 75 HISTORY •  New Khaki  •  $20 (45246) Imported

•  Color options: Heather Grey, Black

7. PLATED O •  Heather Grey  •  $30 (45273) Imported

•  Color options: Black, Navy Blue
8. WHITE NOISE •  Black  •  $20 (45249) Imported

•  Color options: Slate Green, White

5
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1. RAIL •  Brown  •  $52 (43417) Imported

•  Color options: Bleached Sand, Black

2. STRETCH PLAID STENCIL •  Brown  •  $48 (43414) Imported

•  Color options: Sheet Metal, Bleached Sand

3. CODE RED •  Cement/New Khaki  •  $46 (43443) Imported

•  Color options: New Khaki/Blue Chip, Sheet Metal/Slate Blue

4. STRETCH REPEAT •  Bleached Sand/Brown  •  $56 (43413) Imported

•  Color options: White/Cement/Navy, Black/Cement

2
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1. COVERT •  Olive Green  •  $90 (43434) Imported

•  Color options: New Khaki, Black

2. ARC JACKET •  New Khaki  •  $70 (41153) Imported

•  Color options: Brown

3. ELECTRODE •  Brown  •  $65 (43435) Imported

•  Color options: Cement, Black

1
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1. SMOKE
®®
RING 3.0 •  Black/Sand  •  $65 (10036)

• Adaptability of amphibious design with quick-drying materials  
• Comfort of improved breathability with lightweight synthetic nubuc, engineered for elasticity  
• Color options: Black/Black

2. GASKET
™™ •  White/Green  •  $40 (10033)

• Comfort and fit of anatomically contoured toe strap with soft synthetic lining  
• Resilient shock absorption of EVA footbed  
• Color options: Sheet Metal/Aurora, Black

1
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3. BOX GRIP
™™ •  Brown/Sand  •  $75 (10039)

• Durability of leather construction  
• Comfort of anatomical contouring and breathable moisture-wicking liner  
• Color options: Black

44.. SSPPLLIITT  SSMMOOKKEE®® •  White/Navy  •  $55 (10019)
• Adaptability of amphibious design with quick-drying materials  
• Comfort of contoured toe strap and soft nylon lining  
• Color options: Brown/Sand, Grey/Blue

55.. SSPPLLIITT  TTOOPP™™ 22..00 • Brown  •  $100 (10017)
• Durability and comfort  of premium treated leathers  
• Surface grip of high NBS vulcanized rubber in terrain contact zones  
• Color options: Black, Bark

3
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CROWBAR
™™
MX GOGGLE •  Blue to Clear Fade/Blue  •  $60 (01-684)

• Unsurpassed comfort of triple-layer face foam with moisture wicking, plus outriggers for 
distributed strap pressure (optimized for use with most helmets)  

• Optimal fit of new half mask / nose guard, engineered with non-pinching nose bridge  
• Maximized visibility via new wide-angle frame architecture  
• Optical clarity of scratch resistant Lexan® lens material  
• Durability and protection of lightweight, flexible urethane frame  

• Reduced glare via interior surface texturing  
• Secure fit of non-slip silicone treatment on strap  
• Improved air flow via new strap positioning geometry  
• Maximized optical performance of laminated tear-off system (sold separately)

01-680
LEMON PEEL /

CLEAR
$60

01-676
MATTE BLACK /

BLUE
$60

01-683
GREEN /
CLEAR
$60
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OAKLEY THUMP™ is the world’s first digital music eyewear. No more wires. Just high-

performance optics forged with an integrated, state-of-the-art digital audio engine.

Listen to music virtually anywhere. Change the way you see and hear the world.

OAKLEY THUMP comes in seven color combinations and two types: a 128 MB version

and a 256 MB version with Oakley’s premium polarized lenses.

OAKLEY THUMP is the ultimate addition to your digital music collection. A High

Speed USB connection lets you transfer songs quickly and easily. The fully integrated

design delivers over 60 tracks of head-thumping music directly to your brain without

cables or wires. Best of all, your favorite tunes are played from something you’re

already wearing. So forget about bulky equipment dangling from your body and

shackling your every move. OAKLEY THUMP is a revolution in portable music. 

No strings attached.

• Total music freedom with no wires or cords that dangle and tangle, and no separate components to get in the way 
• Acoustic fidelity of pure, digitally optimized sound  
• Adaptability of floating speakers with 3-way positioning so you can control the balance of music and ambient noise
• Endurance of a six-hour battery  
• Convenience of flip-up speakers for when you need to grab a call or have a conversation, plus flip-up lenses 

to continue listening to music indoors or in low light  

• Versatility of Windows® and Mac® compatibility with a simple USB connection, plus the ability to store and 
transport virtually any computer file and still listen to your music  

• Durability of a fully integrated audio system that can go where bulky and fragile disk-based players can’t go  
• Intuitive controls that let you switch songs and change volume instantly, and choose between sequential 

song playback or random shuffle  
• Clarity at all angles of vision with patented XYZ Optics®

THUMP

05-155
WHITE CAMO /

BLACK IRIDIUM®

128MB
$395

05-150
MATTE BLACK /

POLARIZED BLACK IRIDIUM
256MB
$495

05-153
ROOTBEER /

BRONZE
128MB
$395

05-154
MATTE BLACK /
BLACK IRIDIUM

256MB
$395

12-683
RED CAMO /

BLACK IRIDIUM
(Limited Edition)

256MB
$545

05-152
TORTOISE /

POLARIZED GOLD IRIDIUM
256MB
$495

05-154
NIGHT CAMO /

POLARIZED BLACK IRIDIUM
256MB
$495
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OAKLEY POLARIZED LENSES

• Clarity at all angles of vision because we make the only polarized lenses on 
earth with patented XYZ Optics®

• Unrivaled performance because we bond the polarizing filter at the molecular 
level, ensuring the highest degree of optical clarity  

• Unbeatable durability because we encase the filter in a protective mantle of 
Plutonite® lens material  

• No visual haze because our injection molding process bonds the lens material 
to the filter, eliminating the need for adhesives  

• No optical distortion because we don’t press our polarized lenses in heated 
molds like conventional manufacturers  

• Unsurpassed protection because our Plutonite® lens material inherently blocks 
100% of all UV, not just UVA and UVB

Finished Molecularly-
Fused Polarized Lens

Polarized Filter in
Liquid Infusion

Adhesive

Lens material Lens material

Standard Polarizing Filter

Finished Layered
Polarized Lens

NON-POLARIZED LENS

POLARIZED LENS

Vertical light waves

Horizontal light waves

CONVENTIONAL TECHNOLOGY OAKLEY TECHNOLOGY

Vertical light waves

Horizontal light waves
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05-076
BROWN TORTOISE /

BRONZE
$85

05-078
WHITE /

BLACK IRIDIUM
$95

05-077
BLACK FADE /
BLACK IRIDIUM

$95

MONSTER DOGGLE
™™ •  Matte Black/Grey Polarized  •  $145 (12-820)

• Durability of lightweight, stress-resistant O Matter® frame material  
• Clarity at all angles of vision with patented XYZ Optics®

• Glare reduction of optional Oakley polarization technology  
• Comfort of Oakley’s secure Three-Point Fit  
• Impact protection that exceeds ANSI Industrial Standards  
• 100% UV filtering with Plutonite® lens material



CROSSHAIR™ •  Matte Black/Black Clear Gradient  •  $130 (05-816)
• Durability and comfort of ultra-lightweight C-5™ frame material  
• Clarity at all angles of vision with patented XYZ Optics®

• Maximized peripheral view with raked-back lens contouring  
• Secure fit with soft Unobtainium® that increases grip with perspiration  
• Impact protection that meets ANSI Industrial Standards for lenses  
• 100% UV filtering with Plutonite® lens material

05-813
WHITE /

G30
$130

05-814
PEWTER /

BLACK IRIDIUM
$130

05-812
SILVER /

DARK GREY
$120

19 www.oakley.com
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HATCHET
™™ • Brown/Titanium Iridium • $260 (05-882) 

• Comfort and durability of ultra-lightweight O-Luminum alloy  
• Clarity at all angles of vision with patented XYZ Optics®

• Adaptable fit with custom-engine soft Unobtainium® that increases grip with perspiration  
• Impact protection that exceeds ANSI Industrial Standards  
• 100% UV filtering with Plutonite® lens material

05-881
MERCURY /

Ti CLEAR
$250

12-828
PEWTER /

BLACK POLARIZED
$305

05-889
RAW /

ICE
$250



WHISKER
™™ •  Platinum/Gold Iridium  •  $190 (05-717)

• Flexible fit of Oakley’s thinnest wire frame  
• Durability and comfort of ultra-lightweight C-5 frame material  
• Clarity at all angles of vision with patented XYZ Optics®

• Secure fit with soft Unobtainium® that increases grip with perspiration  
• Impact protection that meets ANSI Industrial Standards for lenses  
• 100% UV filtering with Plutonite® lens material

UNKNOWN
™™ •  Brown Tortoise/Gold Polarized  •  $150 (12-821)

• Comfortable fit on small and medium-size faces  
• Clarity at all angles of vision with patented XYZ Optics®

• Durability of lightweight O Matter® frame material  
• Secure fit with soft Unobtainium® that increases grip with perspiration  
• Impact protection that exceeds ANSI Industrial Standards  
• 100% UV filtering with Plutonite® lens material

03-319
POLISHED BLACK /

BLACK IRIDIUM
$105

03-320
ROOTBEER /

GOLD IRIDIUM
$105

12-827
MATTE BLACK /

BLACK POLARIZED
$160
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ROMEO
®®
II •  Carbon/Black Iridium  •  $375 (04-137)

• Rugged durability of lightweight titanium alloys  
• Clarity at all angles of vision with patented XYZ Optics®

• Unobstructed view via open-edge lens design  
• Comfortable, secure fit with soft Unobtainium® that increases grip with perspiration 
• Impact protection that exceeds ANSI Industrial Standards 
• 100% UV filtering with Plutonite® lens material

04-138
PLASMA /

GOLD IRIDIUM
$375

12-687
X METAL /

BLACK POLARIZED
$435

04-139
POLISHED /

TITANIUM IRIDIUM
$385
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WHY
™™
8.2 / WHY

™™
8.1 / WHY

™™
8.0

• Extended field of view via rimless lens architecture  
• Durability and comfort of ultra-lightweight C-5 frame material  
• Clarity at all angles of vision with patented XYZ Optics®

• Secure fit with soft Unobtainium® that increases grip with perspiration  
• Impact protection that meets ANSI Industrial Standards for lenses  
• 100% UV filtering with Plutonite® lens material

WHY
™™
8.2 •  Black Chrome/Black Iridium  •  $180 (05-873)
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WHY
™™
8.1 •  Light/Black Iridium  •  $180 (05-879) WHY™ 8.0 •  Brown/Gold Iridium Polarized  •  $250 (12-832)

05-878
BROWN /

VR28 BLK IRIDIUM
$180

12-831
MATTE BLACK /

BLK IRIDIUM POLARIZED
$240

05-876
POLISHED /

Ti CLEAR
$190

12-829
MATTE BLACK /

BLACK POLARIZED
$250
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All Oakley corrective lenses are made of pure Plutonite,® a lightweight and

durable material that inherently blocks 100% of ultraviolet light, not just UVA

and UVB. Lenses are available in 19 different color options, and our Color

Inherent Technology ensures the hues never fade. You can choose optional

Iridium® lens coatings or even clear lenses with anti-reflective coating. We

also offer the most technically advanced progressive lenses on earth and

the best polarized lenses on the planet. No matter which options you

choose, you’ll get custom-ground prescription lenses that take advantage of

Oakley Rx technology for the widest possible field of clarity.

PRESCRIPTION SUN LENSES
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OAKLEY PRESCRIPTION EYEWEAR

• Superior clarity from 3-D digital mapping that produces custom ground lenses from

Oakley Plutonite,® the most optically pure material available in prescription eyewear  

• Unrivaled comfort with our lightweight lens material and the precision of our 

unique Three-Point Fit, combined with the soft grip of Unobtainium® on select models  

• Maximized contrast and minimized glare with rich non-fading colors and optional 

Iridium® lens coatings that tune transmission for any light condition

• Unbeatable UV protection built into every lens — it’s not a thin surface coating that 

can become scratched — and it blocks 100% of all UVA, UVB, UVC and harmful blue light  

• Unsurpassed impact protection that exceeds ANSI Industrial Standards

JACKKNIFE
™™
4.0 •  Polished Mercury (11-864)

• Comfortable, flexible fit with durable, ultra-lightweight O metal frame material  
• Extended field of view via open-edge lens architecture  
• Optimized range of visual correction via ophthalmic-specific design  
• Secure fit with soft Unobtainium® that increases grip with perspiration  
• Styling choices of two optional lens shapes in Jackknife™ family  
• Impact protection that exceeds ANSI Industrial Standards  
• 100% UV filtering with Plutonite® lens material

POLISHED BLACKPOLISHED BROWN PEWTER
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HOLLOWPOINT
™™
2.0 •  Polished Brown (11-867)

• Comfortable, flexible fit with durable, ultra-lightweight O metal frame material  
• Extended field of view via open-edge lens architecture  
• Optimized range of visual correction via ophthalmic-specific design  
• Secure fit with soft Unobtainium® that increases grip with perspiration  
• Styling choices of two optional lens shapes in Hollowpoint family  
• Impact protection that exceeds ANSI Industrial Standards  
• 100% UV filtering with Plutonite® lens material

POLISHED MERCURYPOLISHED BROWN BRUSHED CHROME
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RIDDLE
™™  (05.01.05)

•  Extended peripheral view with Polaric Ellipsoid™ lens geometry  
•  Clarity at all angles of vision with patented XYZ Optics®

•  Comfort of lightweight O Matter® frame material  
•  Durability of sculpturally-integrated hinges with C-5™ alloy mechanisms 
•  Impact protection that exceeds ANSI Industrial Standards  
•  100% UV filtering with Plutonite® lens material

DARTBOARD
™™ •  Brown Tortoise/Gold Polarized  •  $230 (12-821)

•  Maximized field of view via rimless single-lens design  
•  Clarity at all angles of vision with patented XYZ Optics®

•  Unique aesthetics of stainless steel temple lugs, plus option of icon or script logo accents  
•  All-day comfort of lightweight, durable architecture  
•  Impact protection that exceeds ANSI Industrial Standards  
•  100% UV filtering with Plutonite® lens material

05-114
HONEY /
BRONZE
$125

05-113
BERRY /

G30 BLACK
$135

05-110
WHITE CAMO /

Ti CLEAR
$145
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1. Eyewear: DARTBOARD  •  Polished Black/Black Iridium  •  $135 (05-112)
Top: IGNITION  •  Black  •  $28 (53234) Imported

Bottom: CORROSION  •  Erosion  •  $145 (52093) Imported

Shoes: HOLLOWPOINT  •  Black/Silver • $295 (23117)
•  Color options: Cement/Silver, Sand/Gold

2. Eyewear: CROSSHAIR  •  Chrome/VR28 Black  •  $130 (05-815)
Top: CHROME  •  Sheet Metal  •  $75 (51110) Imported

3. Top: INCIDENT  •  Sulpher Rusted/Sheet Metal  •  $175 (51113) Imported

2

3
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1. Eyewear: DARTBOARD  •  White Camo/Ti Clear  •  $145 (05-110)
Top: ORDER  •  Gold  •  $70 (57030)
•  Color options: Black, Blue Chip

1
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2. Eyewear: MONSTER DOGGLE  •  White/Black Iridium  •  $95 (05-078)
Watch: SADDLEBACK  •  White Leather/Grey  •  $400 (10-177)
Top: MIXED  •  Bleached Yellow  •  $36 (53238) Imported

Bottom: NATIVE  •  Palm Floral/White  •  $44 (58010) Imported

Bag: UTILITY  •  Bleached Yellow  •  $80 (82004) Imported

•  Color options: Olive Green, Black

3. Eyewear: THUMP  •  Black  •  $395 (05-151)
Watch: SADDLEBACK  •  Black Leather/Stealth Black  •  $400 (10-174)
Top: A.K.A  •  White Multi  •  $78 (58004) Imported

Bag: STANDARD BAG  •  Blue Chip  •  $40 (82006) Imported

•  Color options: Cement, Olive Green, Black

4. Eyewear: DARTBOARD  •  White Camo/ Ti Clear  •  $145 (05-110)
Watch: JURY  •  Polished/White  •  $625 (10-169)
Dress: AIRWAVE  •  Cement  •  $65 (59002) Imported

2

3

4
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1. SURF PACK •  Cement  •  $90 (92038) Imported
• Durability of nylon construction with bar tack reinforcement  
• Comfort of padded shoulder straps, compression molded EVA back panel, wide hip panels, 

and adjustable chest strap  
• Adaptability of weight distribution via adjustable suspension system  
• Color options: Navy, Black

2. ADAPTABLE PAYLOAD PACK • Black  •  $125 (92037) Imported
• Durability of polyester construction with bar tack reinforcement  
• Comfort of padded back panel & shoulder straps, adjustable chest & waist straps  
• Color options: New Khaki, Sheet Metal

3. GRAPHIC PACK •  Bleached Sand  •  $85 (92034) Imported
• Durability of nylon and PVC construction with molded dome-shaped top  
• Comfort of padded back panel & shoulder straps, adjustable chest & waist straps  
• Convenience of two-way zip entry, side zip pockets with compression straps, back pocket 

with zip closure, tall and standard-size clip pouches on each side, custom O-ring/hook 
attachments and utility attachment loops

• Color options: Sheet Metal, Red, Navy

1

2

3
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4. SMALL STRUCTURED DUFFEL •  Black  •  $130 (92031) Imported
• Durability of ballistic nylon and leather construction with reinforced abrasion-resistant bottom  
• Comfort of padded shoulder strap and inner detachable organizer case
• Adaptability of removable structural sidewalls and expandable side pocket for shoe storage  

5. S.I. COMPUTER BAG •  Black  •  $175 (92042) Imported
• Durability of nylon construction  
• Protection of padding in laptop pocket  
• Comfort of adjustable shoulder strap with padding  
• Convenience of multiple storage pockets, removable pouch pockets, storage pocket with zips 

for attachment of roller (not included), custom D-rings for external attachments, adjustable 
side compression straps, and daisy chain webbing

• Color options: Slate Green, New Khaki

4

5
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1. HEAVY STRETCH CAP •  Navy  •  $24 (91104) Imported
• Color options: Bleached Sand, Olive Green, Black  
• Sizes: S/M, L/XL  

2. DENIM TRUCKER CAP •  Olive Green  •  $26 (91112) Imported
• Color options: Brown, Black  
• Sizes: Adjustable  

3. ULTRA SUEDE TRUCKER CAP •  Navy/Brown  •  $28 (91116) Imported
• Color options: New Khaki/Brown, Brown/Navy, Black  
• Sizes: Adjustable  

4. DISTRESSED CAMO CAP •  Green Camo  •  $22 (91118) Imported
• Color options: Brown Camo 
• Sizes: Adjustable  

1

2

3 4
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5. WEBBED BELT 2.0 •  Olive Green  •  $28 (96014) Imported
• Color options: Cement, Sheet Metal, Black  
• Sizes: S/M, L/XL  

6. SI BELT •  New Khaki •  $35 (96013) Imported
• Color options: Slate Green, Sheet Metal  
• Sizes: S/M, L/XL  

7. LEATHER SKULL BELT •  White  •  $65 (96006) Imported
• Color options: Black, Brown  
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL  

5

6

7
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10-170
STEALTH BLACK

$650

10-165
HONED /

GUNMETAL
$575

JUDGE
™™ •  Polished/Copper  •  $650 (10-163)

• Precision of ten-jewel swiss movement  
• Performance of a true chronograph  
• Durability of surgical grade stainless steel and pure sapphire crystal (enhanced with anti-reflective coating) 
• Comfort of ergonomic engineering  
• Convenience of sub dial that measures elapsed minutes and hours, plus sweeping second hand that 

accelerates to the current moment when pause is released  
• Endurance of 48-month battery
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JURY
™™ •  Polished/Gold  •  $625 (10-168)

• Precision of ten-jewel swiss movement  
• Durability of surgical grade stainless steel and pure sapphire crystal (enhanced with anti-reflective coating) 
• Comfort of ergonomic engineering  
• Convenience of dedicated sub-dial that displays seconds  
• Unique aesthetics of two designs to choose from: a surgical grade stainless steel band or a genuine 

leather wrist mount that can be worn as a stand-alone strap or looped through a leather sheath

SADDLEBACK
™™ •  05.01.05  •  Brown Leather/Ivory  •  $400 (10-175)

• Precision of swiss movement  
• Durability of surgical grade stainless steel and pure sapphire crystal (enhanced with anti-reflective coating)
• Comfort of genuine leather  
• Convenience of easy-to-read display with luminous phosphors for low-light environments  
• Adaptability of wrist mount that can be worn as a standard strap or looped through a leather sheath   
• Endurance of 74-month battery

10-174
BLACK LEATHER /
STEALTH BLACK

$450

10-177
WHITE LEATHER /

GREY
$400

10-170
HONED /

GUNMETAL
$550

10-169
POLISHED /

WHITE
$625



WAYS TO PURCHASE:
• WWW.OAKLEY.COM /springcatalog (free shipping)

• 1.888.708.8847 (free shipping)
Monday – Friday 6:00am – 8:00pm PT
Saturday 6:00am – 4:00pm, Sunday 7:00am – 4:00pm PT

YOUR ORDER Standard delivery takes 5-7 business days. Express delivery available.  SALES TAX By law, we 
must charge sales tax on shipments to California residents. Sales tax does not apply to shipping charges. 
RETURNS AND EXCHANGES If you are not completely satisfied with an item purchased directly from Oakley 
you may return it for a credit or exchange. Before returning a product, please call 888.708.8847 for further instructions.

• VISIT AN OAKLEY AUTHORIZED DEALER 
Maps to this and other locations: WWW.OAKLEY.COM/retail. Locations by phone: 877.767.0013

•  VISIT OUR OAKLEY STORES 
Maps to this and other locations: WWW.OAKLEY.COM/ostore.  Locations by phone: 877.767.0013

OAKLEY, INC.
ONE ICON

FOOTHILL RANCH CA 92610
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